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We are from class 7b in Szkoła Podstawowa in
Chełm.We are Agata, Kuba, Michał, Brajan R and
Brajan W. Our English teacher Magda will help us
with writing articles to this magazine. We are
interested in teenagers' everyday life, animals,
English traditions and fashion. We also like playing
computer games and taking pictures.
In this issue:
Our Team
Halloween
Traditions
Pets
Fashion
for autumn
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LOVELY PETS :
CATS

Kuba

Kuba

Popular
names for
cats:
-Łatka
-Pusia
-Mruczek
-Kicia
-Odi
-Łapka
-Rudy
-Maniek
-Zuzia
-Nutka
-Kiciuś
-Perełka

The cat needs
proper
nutrition,
human contact
and regular
medical care.
Every cat
needs a litter
box, a
favourite toy
or a
scratching
post and a
place to rest.
When we
decide to have

our own cat,
we must take
into account
its proper
hygiene: claw
pruning, ear
hygiene and
bathing. The
cat should not
be stroked if
he does not
want to, let's
not do it. One
of the most
important
things

is feeding your
pet. It is best
to always have
prepared dry
food in a bowl
so that the cat
could eat
something
when it gets
hungry.
Remember do
not give your
cat sweets,
raw fish, eggs,
dog food and
milk.

Be careful
with plants at
your home
because some
of them may
be poisonous.
Cats are really
friendly pets
as long as you
give them
proper care.
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HALLOWEEN
TRADITIONS IN ENGLAND

Halloween is a popular holiday celebrated on 31st
October every year. People wear scary costumes. In
the streets you can see monsters, witches, black cats,
skeletons and vampires. Houses are decorated with
special pumpkins called jack-o' lanters and artificial
spiders, spiderwebs, ghosts and bats. Children go from
house to house and play "treat or trick" which means
that if people do not give them sweets , they will play a
trick on them.
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Fashion for Autumn

Sonnet 73 (‘That time of year thou mayst in me behold’)

Agata

Agata

That time of year thou mayst in me behold
When yellow leaves, or none, or few, do hang
Upon those boughs which shake against the cold,
Bare ruin’d choirs where late the sweet birds sang.
In me thou seest the twilight of such day
As after sunset fadeth in the west,
Which by and by black night doth take away,
Death’s second self, that seals up all in rest.
In me thou seest the glowing of such fire
That on the ashes of his youth doth lie,
As the death-bed whereon it must expire,
Consum’d by that which it was nourished by.
This thou perceiv’st which makes thy love more strong,
To love that well which thou must leave are long.

William Shakespeare
From: The Picador Book of Love Poems

